Synthesis and characterization of Al-substituted LiNi$_{0.5}$Co$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.3}$O$_2$ cathode materials by a modified co-precipitation method
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An Al-substituted LiNi$_{0.5}$Co$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.3}$O$_2$ (Al-NCM) cathode material was synthesized by a modified co-precipitation method followed by heat treatment process. The obtained materials were extensively characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), galvanostatic charge/discharge tests, cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The results indicated that the as-prepared Al-NCM sample exhibited a well hexagonal $\alpha$-NaFeO$_2$ structure, lower cation mixing, higher crystallinity, a more homogeneous spherical structure, lower charge transfer resistance and a higher lithium ion diffusion coefficient, thus leading to enhanced electrochemical performance. The effects of Al substitution on rate capability, cycling stability and low-temperature performance of LiNi$_{0.5}$Co$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.3}$O$_2$ (NCM) were evaluated by coin cells and 14500 full batteries. Specifically, the Al-NCM sample delivered discharge specific capacities of 159.7, 147.4, 139.8, 135.7, 126.9 and 111.3 mA h g$^{-1}$ at 0.5C, 1C, 2C, 3C, 5C, and 10C rates, respectively, with capacity retention ratio of 86.6% after 100 cycles at 1C rate under the voltage range of 3.0--4.3 V. The 14500 battery utilizing Al-NCM material as the cathode delivered a discharge capacity of 803.55 mA h at 1C rate in the potential range of 2.7--4.2 V, with capacity retention of 89.30% after 200 cycles. Moreover, the 14500 battery fabricated with Al-NCM as the cathode delivered a discharge capacity of 590.06 mA h at 1C rate at $-20$ °C, much higher than 471.30 mA h of the battery assembled with NCM as the cathode.

Introduction

On account of high energy and power density, lithium ion batteries have been widely utilized as the most attractive power source for portable electronic products, electronic vehicles and energy storage. To satisfy the demand of increased capacity and energy densities for lithium ion batteries, three-component layered LiNi$_x$Co$_y$Mn$_{1-x-y}$O$_2$ positive electrode materials have become one of the most promising cathode candidates due to their relatively high energy density and capacity, low cost and low toxicity. Among the series of LiNi$_x$Co$_y$Mn$_{1-x-y}$O$_2$, the Ni-rich compound LiNi$_{0.5}$Co$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.3}$O$_2$ has drawn much attention because of its good comprehensive properties. However, the poor rate capability, the inferior cycle performance and the poor low-temperature performance of LiNi$_{0.5}$Co$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.3}$O$_2$ cathode materials caused by severe cation mixing between Li$^+$ and Ni$^{3+}$, instability of the structure during cycling process and low lithium ion diffusion coefficient largely limited its further applications.

Many strategies including ion doping and surface modification were extensively investigated to overcome the above issues. Among them, doping method has attracted more attention due to the effectiveness of dopants in stabilizing the structure of materials (even little amounts) induced to enhancement of the electrochemical performance and the thermal stability. Numerous dopant ions, such as Na$^+$, Ce$^{3+}$, Zr$^{4+}$, Ti$^{4+}$, Al$^{3+}$, Mg$^{2+}$, Nb$^{5+}$ and Eu$^{3+}$ have been introduced to improve the stability of cathode materials, to enhance the rate capability and cycling performance. The safety and energy density of the Al substituted LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Al$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$ materials was improved due to the stabilized structure and the reduced cation mixing. Generally speaking, the crystallinity, the particle morphology and the grain size of materials are dependent on the synthesis method, which have an important influence on their electrochemical properties. Therefore, the synthesis method is important to prepare excellent LiNi$_x$Co$_y$Mn$_{1-x-y}$O$_2$ materials, also important to the method of doping.

Heteroatoms doping cathode materials usually prepared by the traditional solid state method, which might be result in an inhomogeneous structure or impure phase. To avoid these disadvantages, some soft-chemistry method including co-precipitation, sol-gel method and hydrothermal process...
have been developed. Whereas for to satisfy the demands of industrial production and cost saving, the process based on co-precipitation method is desirable. In the present paper, a modified co-precipitation process was proposed to prepare the Al-substituted transition metal hydroxide precursor which was subjected to the post-heat treatment to obtain the final products. In particular, Al(OH)₃ was first formed, and then act as crystal nuclei of the following co-precipitation process, thus leading to a highly crystalline and homogeneous structure. The as-prepared materials were characterized, the influence of aluminium on the structure, morphology, lithium ion kinetics and electrochemical performances were intensively studied and its processability was investigated via 14500 full batteries. The results indicate that Al-NCM sample exhibited well structure and good processability, the electrochemical properties (including rate capability, cycling stability and low-temperature performance) are significantly improved. Our research may provide a strategy based on co-precipitation method for the design of ion-doping cathode materials, which could be useful for industrial production.

**Experimental**

**Preparation of the samples**

The Al substituted LiNi₀.₅Co₀.₂Mn₀.₃O₂ was prepared via a modified co-precipitation method followed by a heat treatment. First, a 2 M sulfate solution was prepared by dissolving the stoichiometric (cationic molar ratio of 5 : 1.5 : 3) three sulfates (NiSO₄.⁷H₂O, CoSO₄.⁷H₂O, MnSO₄.⁷H₂O) into amount of distilled water (label as solution 1). Second, corresponding proportion Al₂(SO₄)₃.₁₈H₂O (cationic molar ratio of 0.05) was dissolve into distilled water, following part of the 4 M NaOH solution was dropped into the solution to form suspension, and then desired amount of NH₄OH solution was dropped into the suspension, which was labeled as solution 2. Third, the solution 2 was pumped into a continuous stir tank reactor under the N₂ atmosphere, and then the solution 1 and NaOH solution was dropped into solution 2 simultaneously. The reaction was performed 10 h with the temperature was maintained at 60 °C and the pH value was controlled at 11.0. Subsequently the co-precipitated precursor powder was filtered, washed and dried at 110 °C. The obtained precursor was mixed with 5 wt% excess of Li₂CO₃ by ball milling. The mixture was then preheated at 500 °C for 4 h and calcined at 850 °C for 12 h. The obtained product was marked as Al-NCM.

For comparison, the LiNi₀.₅Co₀.₂Mn₀.₃O₂ sample was prepared by the same process above in which the second process were removed. The obtained sample was flagged as NCM.

**Characterization and electrochemical measurements**

The crystal structure of the samples was identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD, D/max-2500, PHILIPS, Holland) with Cu Kα radiation source (λ = 0.15406 nm). The XRD patterns were acquired in the 2θ range of 10–80° at a scanning rate of 8° min⁻¹. The particle morphology was observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, PHILIPS XL30). The particle size distribution was measured by the Laser Particle Sizer (LS800).

The electrochemical performances of Al-NCM and NCM samples were measured by CR2430 coin cells. The cells were assembled in an argon-filled glove box utilizing as-prepared materials as the positive electrode, lithium foil as the counter electrode, Celgard 2400 as the separator, and 1 M lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF₆) dissolved in the solvents of dimethyl carbonate (DMC) and ethylene carbonate (EC) (1 : 1 v/v) as the electrolyte. The positive films were prepared by mixing 80 wt% active materials, 15 wt% acetylene black and 5 wt% polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). The film was dried at 120 °C for 30 min and then was cut into disk with diameter of 12 mm.

The electrochemical performances of the Al-NCM and NCM were further confirmed by 14500 full batteries. The fabrication of the full Li-ion battery contains various steps including positive/negative pole piece preparation, welding the tabs, winding process, adding the electrolyte, and packaging. The positive electrode with an active mass loading of ~420 g m⁻² was prepared by coating a N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP)-based slurry containing NCM/Al-NCM, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and super-P carbon and KS-6 (95 : 2 : 1.5 : 1.5 by weight) onto aluminium foil. The negative electrode with the double surface density of ~210 g m⁻² was prepared by coating a water-based slurry of graphite, carbonyl methyl cellulose (CMC), super-P carbon and styrene butadiene rubber (SBR) (95 : 1.5 : 1 : 2.5 by weight) onto copper foil. The positive and the negative electrodes were dried at 120 °C for 12 h in a vacuum oven. And the 14500 batteries were assembled by the winding machine with Celgard 2400 as the separator, following the batteries were packaged by aluminium film. The actual capacity of the battery was approximately 800 mA h with a 1.05 capacity ratio of the negative electrode to the positive electrode.

The fabricated coin cells were first galvanostatic charged to 4.3 V and subsequently discharged to 3.0 V at a current density of 0.5C (1C = 200 mA g⁻¹) at room temperature. The rate capability tests were performed at different current densities of 0.5–10C rates and the cycling performance was tested at 1C rate between 3.0 and 4.3 V. The electrochemical properties of 14500 cells were executed under the potential range of 2.7–4.2 V at 1C rate. The low temperature performance of the Al-NCM and NCM samples were measured at a high–low temperature box (YSGDW-150, Shanghai, China). After the first two galvanostatic charge/discharge cycles at 25 °C, the cell was full charged at 1C rate, then the batteries were placed to the high–low temperature box for 10 h at −20 °C, subsequently discharged at 1C rate.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were executed after 3 cycles by an electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments, Inc., Shanghai, China) in the frequency range of 10⁵ to 10⁻² Hz with an amplitude voltage of 5 mV. The cyclic voltammograms (CV) tests were operated at 0.1 mV s⁻¹ between 2.5 and 4.5 V using the electrochemical workstation.

**Results and discussions**

The crystal structures of the Al-NCM and NCM sample were analysed by XRD, as presented in Fig. 1. All diffraction peaks
Fig. 2  Rietveld refinement of the NCM (a) and Al-NCM (b) samples.

Table 1  Lattice parameters of the NCM and Al-NCM samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>a (Å)</th>
<th>c (Å)</th>
<th>c/a</th>
<th>I_{003}/I_{104}</th>
<th>V (Å³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCM</td>
<td>2.8680</td>
<td>14.2376</td>
<td>4.9643</td>
<td>1.4526</td>
<td>101.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-NCM</td>
<td>2.8619</td>
<td>14.2043</td>
<td>4.9667</td>
<td>1.9217</td>
<td>100.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

can indexed to a layered hexagonal α-NaFeO₂ structure with $R̄3m$ space group, whereas no impurity peak was detected, indicating that Al³⁺ ions were successfully incorporated into the crystal of the NCM. The slight peak shifts (the inset in Fig. 1) implied that the crystal structure has been little changed after Al substituted for parts of Co. The more obvious distinct splitting of (006)/(102) and (108)/(110) peaks of the Al-NCM manifested the formation of Al(OH)₃ before the precipitation of metal ions, which play the role of the crystal nucleus in the process of co-precipitation, induced to the improvement of crystalline.

The lattice parameters were listed in Table 1. The lattice parameters, $a$, $c$ and $V$ of Al-NCM were smaller than NCM, this might be attributed to the smaller size of Al³⁺ ($r_{Al³⁺} = 0.053$ nm) than that of Co³⁺ ($r_{Co³⁺} = 0.054$ nm). Generally, the $c/a$ value can be associated with the degree of trigonal distortion: a high $c/a$ value is preferred for well-ordered hexagonal α-NaFeO₂ structure. The Al-NCM exhibited higher $c/a$ value, indicated that the Al-NCM has better layered structure than Al-NCM. The ratio of $I_{003}/I_{104}$ is regarded as an evaluation of the cation mixing in the layered structure. With the degree of cation mixing increased, the ratio of $I_{003}/I_{104}$ is decreased. The higher value of $I_{003}/I_{104}$ of Al-NCM (1.9217) indicated that the Al substitution reduced the degree of cation mixing.

The substitution of Co³⁺ by Al³⁺ resulted in a better ordered layered structure and a lower cation mixing degree in Al-NCM. Additionally, the bond dissociation energy of Al–O (512 kJ mol⁻¹) is stronger than that of Co–O (368 kJ mol⁻¹), thus introduction of Al³⁺ in the host structure could improve the structural stability.

To further investigate the effect of Al-substitution on the lattice parameters of NCM materials, the patterns of the both samples were analyzed by Rietveld refinement utilizing RIETAN-2000 soft, the results are presented in Fig. 2 and Table 2. It is assumed that lithium ions, transition metal ions, aluminum ions and oxygen ions are located at 3a sites (0, 0, 0), 3b sites (0, 0, 0.5) and 6c sites (0, 0, 0.2411), respectively. The cation mixing exists due to the similar radius of Ni²⁺ and Li⁺. According to the value of $R_{wp}$ and $S$ ($R_{wp} < 10, S < 1.5$), the results of refinement are reliable. As a result, the lattice parameters $a$ and $c$ of Al-NCM are smaller than NCM, and the cation mixing degree is reduced by aluminum substitution. Moreover, the thickness of inter-slab space (lithium slab) $t$(LiO₂) and the thickness of slab space (transition metal slab) $t$(MO₂) are obtained from Rietveld analysis, and the results are listed in Table 2. Obviously, the lithium slab thickness and the transition metal slab thickness are shown little decrease after aluminum substitution, which might be attributed to the smaller radius of Al³⁺ and the larger bonding energy of Al–O.

The morphology of the Al-NCM and NCM samples are displayed in Fig. 3. It can be observed that both the two materials consist of sphere-like particles with a homogeneous distribution and an average particle size of around 7 μm. However, the morphology of Al-NCM samples was more uniform and smooth. This might be attributed to the form of Al(OH)₃ particles, which resulted in the integrity of the precipitation.

The particle size distribution curves of two samples are presented in Fig. 4 and the particle size parameters are listed in Table 3. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the curve of the Al-NCM sample is sharper and narrower, indicated that the sample had relatively uniform particle size distribution, which is beneficial for the fabrication ability of the materials. In contrast, NCM
Table 2 Results of structural analysis obtained from X-ray Rietveld refinement of the NCM and Al-NCM samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>a (Å)</th>
<th>c (Å)</th>
<th>Li/Ni disorder (%)</th>
<th>(LiO2) (Å)</th>
<th>(MO2) (Å)</th>
<th>R_sp</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCM</td>
<td>2.860</td>
<td>14.227</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>2.624</td>
<td>2.118</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-NCM</td>
<td>2.851</td>
<td>14.204</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>2.620</td>
<td>2.115</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sample shows a broader size distribution curve, implied a non-uniform particle size distribution. The test results are in good agreement with the SEM images (Fig. 3). The larger particle size obtained from the particle size analysis compared to the SEM analysis may be due to the aggregation of the particles. Together with the results of XRD and SEM, it can be concluded that the morphology of NCM is maintained while its structure becomes more complete with the insertion of Al$^{3+}$ ions. According to the relationship between structure and performances, the improved electrochemical properties such as high rate capacity and cycling property could be predicted.

To evaluate the effect of Al substitution on the electrochemical performances, the electrodes of all samples were carried out charge–discharge tests by coin cells under 0.5–10C rates in the voltage range of 3.0–4.3 V at room temperature. Fig. 5a shows the first charge/discharge curves of the Al-NCM and NCM sample at 0.5C rate. The first discharge capacity of Al-NCM was 159.7 mA h g$^{-1}$, slightly lower than the value for NCM (164.2 mA h g$^{-1}$). Whereas, the coulombic efficiency of Al-NCM was 88.5%, slightly higher than the value for NCM (86.2%). The slightly reduced initial discharge capacity of Al-NCM samples may be ascribed to lower amount of Co$^{3+}$, and the slightly improved coulombic efficiency of Al-NCM may be attributed to the increase of reversibility.

The rate capability of Al-NCM and NCM cathodes were measured at various current densities and the results are presented in Fig. 5b. It is obvious that the discharge capacity of the two samples decreases with increasing C-rate due to a polarization effect. It is clearly observed that capacity of the NCM is higher than that of Al-NCM at 0.5C, 1C and 2C discharge rates. As the current increases, the capacity of Al-NCM exceeds that of NCM, implying that Al-NCM exhibited superior high rate performance, which delivered discharge capacities of 126.9 mA h g$^{-1}$ and 111.3 mA h g$^{-1}$ at 5C and 10C rate, respectively.

The effect of Al substitution on the cycling performance was carried out between 3.0 V and 4.3 V at 1C rate by the galvanostatic charge–discharge cycling tests. As presented in Fig. 5c, the NCM samples delivered the higher initial discharge capacity, whereas only remains 78.6 mA h g$^{-1}$ with capacity retention of 54.96% after 100 cycles. In contrast, though the Al-NCM cathode exhibited lower initial discharge capacity, the capacity retention is as high as 86.56% after 100 cycles. Thus, the cyclability of NCM materials was improved by aluminium substitution, which could be related to the aluminium substituted ions located at cobalt metal layer can prevent the bulk structure collapse during cycling process.

Fig. 6 shows the cyclic voltammograms of the two samples at a range of 2.5–4.5 V with a scan rate of 0.1 mV s$^{-1}$. In general, the peaks in the CV curve corresponding to the lithium insertion and extraction process. Only one redox couple can be observed for both materials from Fig. 6, demonstrating that no phase transition exist from hexagonal to monoclinic during the extraction/insertion of lithium ions. It is well known that the potential difference ($\Delta\phi$) between the oxide peak ($\phi_{ox}$) and reduction peak ($\phi_{red}$) represents the electrochemical
 reversibility. As shown in Table 4, the $\Phi_{\text{ox}}$ and $\Phi_{\text{red}}$ of Al-NCM sample are higher than NCM, while the $\Delta\Phi$ is lower than NCM sample, which implies that the Al substitution is in favour of reducing the electrochemical polarization and improving the electrochemical performance.

The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements of the two samples after 50 cycles in a charge state of 4.3 V was performed to study the electrode kinetics of materials. Nyquist curves of the Al-NCM and NCM materials are displayed in Fig. 7. All Nyquist plots consist of a semicircle in the high frequency region and an oblique line in the low frequency region. In generally, the intercept in $Z_0$-axis at the Nyquist curve represents the ohmic resistance ($R_s$), whereas the semicircle at high frequency reflect the charge transfer
The 14500 batteries were assembled with Al-NCM and NCM as cathodes, to identify the processability of materials and to verify the effect of Al substitution on the electrochemical performances. Fig. 8a presented the discharge capacity curves of 14500 batteries at 1C rate, under potential range of 2.7–4.2 V, delivers discharge capacity of 803.55 mA h and 819.34 mA h for the Al-NCM and NCM, respectively. The cycling performances of the 14500 batteries with the Al-NCM and NCM, as cathode at 25 °C at 1C current density are illustrated in Fig. 8b. It can be calculated that the capacity retention of battery with Al-NCM as positive maintains 89.3% after 200 cycles, higher than that value of battery with NCM as cathode. These results were in keeping with the results of coin cells, further verifying that the materials of Al substitution part of Co synthesized by the modified co-precipitation method can improve the rate capability and cycling performance of the LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 cathode materials.

As we all know, good low-temperature performance is desirable for expand the range of applications of the LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 materials. The impact of Al substitution on the low-temperature performance was investigated by 14500 batteries. Fig. 8c showed lower the discharge capacity of the NCM and Al-NCM cathode at −20 °C than 25 °C, whereas the discharge capacity of the battery with NCM as cathode is 471.3 mA h, which is 57.5% of the same discharge capacity at 25 °C. The result demonstrated that the 14500 battery with Al-NCM as cathode exhibited excellent low-temperature performance. In other words, the Al substitution can improve the low-temperature performance of batteries.

The Warburg factors of the NCM and Al-NCM samples were calculated from the slope of the lines between Z’ and ω⁻¹/², as shown in Table 5. The Warburg factor can be calculated with eqn (1) and (2):

\[
D = \frac{R^2 T^2}{2 A n^2 F^2 \sigma^2 C^2}
\]

(1)

\[
Z' = R_s + R_{ct} + \sigma \omega^{-1/2}
\]

(2)

where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, A is the surface area of the electrode, n is the number of electrons transferred in the reaction, F is the Faraday constant, C is the concentration of lithium ion, and σ is the Warburg factor. The Warburg factor can be calculated from the slope of the lines between Z’ and ω⁻¹/².

\[
D = \frac{R^2 T^2}{2 A n^2 F^2 \sigma^2 C^2}
\]

\[
Z' = R_s + R_{ct} + \sigma \omega^{-1/2}
\]

where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, A is the surface area of the electrode, n is the number of electrons transferred in the reaction, F is the Faraday constant, C is the concentration of lithium ion, and σ is the Warburg factor. The Warburg factor can be calculated from the slope of the lines between Z’ and ω⁻¹/².

Usually, the D is known as an intrinsic property for a given positive electrode, which depends only on the structure of active material in the charge state. As shown in Table 5, the D of the Al-NCM is twenty times larger than that of NCM, indicating that the Al-NCM can offer more transport paths of the lithium ion to the ionic transport in the intercalation and deintercalation reaction at large charge and discharge current.

As we all know, good low-temperature performance is desirable for expand the range of applications of the LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 materials. The impact of Al substitution on
LiNi$_{0.5}$Co$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.3}$O$_2$, which may be attributed to the higher lithium ion diffusion coefficient, lower cation mixing and reduced charge transfer resistance.

To explore the major reasons for the positive effect of Al substitution on the low temperature performance of NCM, EIS is carried out at 25, 0, −10 and −20 °C, respectively. The 14500 batteries were measured at the fully discharged state after one cycle (1C/1C) between 2.7–4.2 V at different temperatures. As shown in Fig. 9, each of Nyquist plots consist of a small semicircle in the high frequency region, a large middle-frequency semicircle and an oblique line in the low frequency region. In generally, the intercept in $Z'$-axis at the Nyquist curve represents the ohmic resistance ($R_s$), the small circle at high frequency can be attributed to the resistance of lithium ion migration through the solid electrolyte interface film ($R_{SEI}$), whereas the larger semicircle at high frequency reflect the charge transfer resistance and capacitance in the electrochemical reaction ($R_{ct}$), the oblique line at low frequency reflects the lithium ion diffusion between the particles, namely, Warburg impedance ($W_s$). On the basis of the equivalent circuit (inset, Fig. 9), the fitting results are shown in Table 6.

As shown in Table 6, $R_s$, $R_{SEI}$ and $R_{ct}$ are increased when temperature is decreased from 25 to −20 °C. $R_s$ and $R_{SEI}$ increased slightly with the temperature decrease and the values of NCM and Al-NCM displayed little differences, whereas $R_{ct}$ increased significantly as temperature is decreased and the values of Al-NCM are smaller than that of NCM, indicating that the charge transfer reaction has important effect on the low temperature performance of NCM. The activation energy for transport can be calculated via the eqn (3):

$$\ln R_{ct} = \ln \frac{R}{n_e^2F^2C_{max}A_{Li}[Li^{1-x}]^{1-a}(1-x)^{(1-a)}X^{a}} + \frac{(\Delta G - R)}{RT} + 1 \quad (3)$$

The relationship between $\ln R_{ct}$ and $1/T$ is linear, and the activation energy for transport can be obtained from the slope of the fitting line (Fig. 9c). The activation energy for transport of NCM is 73.59 kJ mol$^{-1}$, which decreased to 64.46 kJ mol$^{-1}$ after Al substituted. According to Arrhenius equation, the lower activation energy a reaction has, the less sensitively it is influenced by temperature, which also illustrated why the Al-NCM material exhibited excellent low-temperature performance.

**Conclusion**

The layered Al-NCM cathode material for lithium ion battery has been synthesized by a modified co-precipitation method followed by post-heat treatment. For comparison, the NCM sample was also prepared by traditional co-precipitation method followed by post-heat treatment. The electrochemical results of both coin cells and 14500 batteries are displayed that the electrochemical performances including high rate capability, cycling stability and low-temperature performance of LiNi$_{0.5}$Co$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.3}$O$_2$ materials were enhanced by aluminum substitution. The Al-NCM samples exhibited a discharge specific capacity of 111.3 mA h g$^{-1}$ at 1C current density under the voltage range of 3.0–4.3 V, with capacity retention of 86.6% after 100 cycles at 1C rate. The 14500 battery with Al-NCM as the cathode exhibits a discharge capacity of 803.55 mA h at 1C rate in the potential range of 2.7–4.2 V, with a capacity retention of 89.3% after 200 cycles. Moreover, the 14500 battery exhibited better low-temperature performance with discharge capacity of 590.06 mA h at 1C rate at −20 °C. On account of the analysis of XRD, SEM, CV and EIS, the superior electrochemical
performance could be attributed to the lower degree of the cation mixing, the higher crystalline, the more homogenous particle size distribution, the lower charge transfer resistance and the higher lithium ion diffusion coefficient.
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